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Agricultural Science human cultural science, individual self-care sciences are all one and the 
same. If we are our brother’s, keepers, we give them land, name on the title we teach them 
permaculture. That simple. Slowly but surely we rise in the most amazing ecology man ever 
dreamed of.

Land Globally 123 billion acres, use able flat lands – 37 billion

Global Population: 7 billion

5.285714285714286 acres disadvantaged young person (everyone pretty much) (remember this 
is only of 37 billion deemed good land)

It is that simple.

United States Affairs :

Everyone complaining. Stuck in our houses, but there is always nature!
I inherited these African artifacts and started learning about African tribes. 

One of these tribes had a law, that once the encampment reached 180 people, 90 would break off and go to another 
encampment. A certain mileage distance, another river, etc., they had it all worked out.

I thought for a moment to myself, "wow, this is the answer to everything!" 

And it is.

When a community this small raises its food and polices itself and comes up with its own operating procedures, you 
can be sure they will have a well thought out, caring system everyone is heard and everyone can be accounted for 
food and shelter wise.

Right now U.S. modern agriculture that kills the pollinators that our planet's ecology depends on in waves uses just 
over 900 million acres. There are 370 million people. Seem to me that 2 acres and some change a person. 

But lets not stop there, cause the Unites States is 2.43 billion acres IN TOTAL. Only 83 million of those are 
National Parks, leaving just over 2.42 billion acres. This leaves 656 acres for every single American.

If we can man up and live in harmony with nature and leave some convenience and luxury behind, we may have to 
fight hard for it, but this is what we get.

Where is the presidential candidate doing that math? 

The simple formula provides that we will have clean water always, no more stores, happy FREE life. If we have to 
hunker down and practice social distancing well, let us do it then. 

We hope the authorities will accept #extremesocialdistancing

Its that simple

Details are: community size should not be more than 200 for health reasons. Spread out. You can 
call for help in second fragments today if you are a scared person.



Young people today are rich and can be their own self-righteous agricultural forces through 
simple empowerment of space no never owned, to begin with. They just need to know this.

The bureaucracy of major agriculture the major agriculture fields themselves (major everything), 
the size of major cities, major companies, large everything needs to be diversified now and take 
up primary ecological focus.

Thank the Great Spirit and do what is right before its too late for you.

Young slaves today can be their own self-righteous agricultural forces through simple 
empowerment of space no never owned, to begin with.

Thank the Great Spirit and do what is right before its too late for you. Read this.

Yes, you will need to get tougher as a person.

See more here: https://nutritionaldiversity.com/

Get the Entire working and tested out Abstract from today’s modern terrible diet that everyone is 
one (regardless of title) to business models of the best nutrition in the world here:  Nutritional 
Diversity Abstract of All Natural Human Optimization here.

All this in the abstract everything keep breaking up, it is all one thing we just need to use it as 
one thing!
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